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Abstract 

Aerodynamic roughness length (z0), the height above the ground surface at which 

the extrapolated horizontal wind velocity profile drops to zero, is one of the most 

poorly parameterised elements of the glacier surface energy balance equation. 

Microtopographic methods for estimating z0 have become prominent in the literature 

in recent years, but are rarely validated against independent measures and are yet 

to be comprehensively analysed for scale or data resolution dependency. Here, we 

present the results of a field investigation conducted on the debris covered Khumbu 

Glacier during the post-monsoon season of 2015. We focus on two sites. The first is 

characterised by gravels and cobbles supported by a fine sandy matrix. The second 

comprises cobbles and boulders separated by voids. Vertical profiles of wind speed 

recorded by a tower comprising five cup anemometers and deployed over both sites 

enable us to derive measurements of aerodynamic roughness that reflect their 
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observed surface characteristics (0.0184 m and 0.0243 m respectively). At the 

second site, z0 also varied through time following snowfall (0.0055 m) and during its 

subsequent melt (0.0129 m), showing the importance of fine resolution topography 

for near-surface airflow. To compare the wind profile data to microtopographic 

methods, we conducted Structure from Motion Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS) surveys 

across each patch and calculated z0 using three previously published approaches. 

The fully three-dimensional cloud-based approach is shown to be most stable across 

different scales and these z0 values are most correct in relative order when 

compared to the wind tower data. Popular profile-based methods perform less well 

providing highly variable values across different scales and when using data of 

differing resolution. These findings hold relevance for all studies using 

microtopographic methods to estimate aerodynamic roughness lengths, including 

those in non-glacial settings. 

Keywords: debris-covered ice; roughness; Structure from Motion; Himalaya; 

microtopography. 

1. Introduction 

Debris-covered ice is present in all glacierised regions of the world (Scherler et al., 

2011; Röhl, 2008; Racoviteanu et al., 2008) and is known to respond to climatic 

variability non-linearly because of the insulating effect of the surface layer (Benn et 

al., 2012; Nicholson and Benn 2006). As well as promoting a complex surface 

topography and a suite of mass loss processes not commonly found on debris-free 

glaciers (Thompson et al., 2016), the presence of a debris layer directly affects rates 

of melt, either by enhancing or restricting heat transfer to the ice surface (Østrem, 

1959; Nicholson and Benn, 2006). The turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat 
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play an important role in completing the surface energy budget (Hock, 2005), but are 

particularly difficult to represent in modelling studies because of a lack of empirical 

data describing key surface processes and characteristics.  

Aerodynamic roughness length (z0), the length scale that characterises loss of wind 

momentum attributable to surface roughness (Chappell and Heritage, 2007), 

remains a major uncertainty when determining turbulent heat fluxes over all glacier 

surfaces, and can vary by an order of magnitude even within a small area and over 

the ablation season (Smeets et al., 1999; Arnold and Rees, 2003). Its correct 

parameterisation is critical in surface energy balance studies, since an order of 

magnitude change in z0 can lead to a factor of 2 change in estimated turbulent fluxes 

(Munro, 1989; Hock and Holgrem, 1996; Brock et al., 2006).  An increasing number 

of studies have sought to develop methods for quantifying z0 over glacierised (e.g. 

Irvine-Fynn et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2016) and non-glacierised surfaces (e.g. Eitel et 

al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011) and have shown that digital elevation data derived from 

photogrammetry and terrestrial laser scanning can provide estimates of surface 

roughness where independent aerodynamic measurements are not available (Nield 

et al., 2012). Such proxies are attractive because they may alleviate the need to 

construct and maintain cumbersome meteorological stations on often difficult-to-

access glacier surfaces. Nonetheless, quantifying both spatial variation and temporal 

change of z0 remains a key research challenge.  

Defining z0 over debris-covered ice is particularly complex, because the surface may 

comprise clasts of greatly varying size, and the broader-scale surface relief can be 

similarly heterogeneous. Most modelling studies to date have assumed a single z0 

value to represent the whole glacier surface (e.g. Foster et al., 2012) but the ability to 

data model debris-covered surfaces at the centimetric scale opens up the possibility 
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of calculating spatially- and temporally-varying z0 based on measurements of surface 

microtopography (Rounce et al., 2015). However, few have validated these assumed 

or measured values of z0 with independent vertical wind profile measurements 

(Brock et al., 2006), or considered how the measurements vary over a range of 

different surface types or scales of analysis. This holds true for studies focussing on 

debris-free as well as debris-covered glacier ice (Smith et al., 2016; Rounce et al., 

2015), and is a critical step if robust relationships between surface roughness and 

backscatter signals from airborne or satellite platforms are ever to be realised (e.g. 

Blumberg and Greeley, 1993; Rees and Arnold, 2006). 

Using microtopographic and aerodynamic measurements of z0 over the debris-

covered Khumbu Glacier, Nepal, we aimed to evaluate the validity of the 

morphological approach. We set out to answer four research questions: 

1. How dependent are microtopographic estimations of z0 on the method used? 

2. How dependent are microtopographic estimations of z0 on the area of the plot 

used in the analysis? 

3. How dependent are microtopographic estimations of z0 on the grid resolution 

used in the analysis? 

4. How well do microtopographic estimations of z0 compare with measured 

values of z0 from wind profile data? 

2. Glacier surface energy balance and measurements of z0 

Turbulent heat exchange between the air and a glacier surface is primarily driven by 

gradients of temperature and moisture in the lowermost 2-3 m of the atmosphere. 

Accurate and multiple measurements of temperature and humidity above the ice 

surface are rarely available, however, so for calculation of sensible and latent heat 
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fluxes the ‘bulk’ aerodynamic method is frequently applied (Hock, 2005). The bulk 

method requires only single measurements of wind speed, temperature and 

humidity, providing the z0 of the glacier surface is also known. Its accuracy is largely 

dependent on how well z0 can be specified; previous work has shown that it can vary 

over at least four orders of magnitude (Bintania and van den Broeke, 1994; Smeets 

et al., 1999; Brock et al., 2006). Despite this, surface energy balance studies 

regularly use a spatially- and temporally-invariant value to represent z0, and often 

simply assume values based on data from previously published studies (e.g. Rounce 

and McKinney, 2014) rather than measuring or parameterising surface roughness 

using in situ observations. This can be problematic because direct measurements of 

z0 over glacierised surfaces are relatively sparse (cf. Table 1 in Brock et al., 2006), 

and are thus unlikely to be appropriate for multiple studies or dynamically-evolving 

surfaces. At least for debris-covered glacier surfaces measurements of z0 should not 

change radically during the melt season, with the primary controls of lithology, 

weathering and redistribution of the debris material remaining independent of the 

melting surface (Foster et al., 2012). 

Very few direct measurements of z0 exist over debris-covered ice surfaces (Nield et 

al., 2012), with those that are available coming solely from vertical profiles of 

horizontal wind-speed measurements. Using this approach, wind speed is measured 

at two or more known heights above the glacier surface and z0 is defined by the 

intercept of a logarithmic profile fit through the data (Munro, 1989). Each profile 

represents a single wind ‘event’ during which wind speed is maintained above a 

threshold value for a set period of time, and data are adjusted to account for surface 

layer stability using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Stull, 1988). Previous work has 

shown that z0 values derived using this approach are very sensitive to the measured 
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height of each anemometer, and that the setup required for a reliable measurement 

is non-trivial (Munro, 1989; Wieringa, 1993; Smeets et al., 1999). Nonetheless, Brock 

et al. (2010) successfully used wind profile measurements to calculate a mean 

roughness length of 0.016 m for the Miage Glacier, Italy, and Takeuchi et al. (2000) 

similarly derived a value of 0.0063 m for the Khumbu Glacier, Nepal, albeit using 

only two anemometers and assuming, rather than confirming, neutral conditions in 

the latter case. Comparable values of 0.0035 m at the debris/clean-ice interface and 

0.06 m over the debris-covered area of Khumbu Glacier were measured by Inoue 

and Yoshida (1980), but again only using two anemometers and assuming neutral 

conditions. 

Other studies have adopted microtopographic approaches to estimate z0 (e.g. Smith 

et al., 2016) or tuned its value to fit other observations (e.g. Foster et al., 2012). The 

most commonly used microtopographic approach is based on the work of Lettau 

(1969), which describes roughness elements in terms of their height (h*) (m), their 

density, or frequency per unit area (S) (m2), and their silhouette area (s) (m2), all 

measured in a vertical plane perpendicular to wind direction: 

       z0 = 0.5h*s/S     (1) 

The value of 0.5, commonly referred to as the drag coefficient, accounts for the 

change in effective drag by individual elements with increased relative sheltering 

(Wieringa, 1993). It is a first order correction and likely varies in reality (Garrett, 

1977; Raupach, 1992), but in glaciological studies the value of 0.5 has been widely 

adopted (e.g. Brock et al., 2006; Rounce et al., 2015).  

3. Site description and methods 

3.1 Field site 
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Khumbu Glacier is 15.7 km long and 26.5 km2 in area and is located in the Everest 

region of Nepal (Figure 1). Debris covers the lowermost 8 km of ice (around 37% of 

the total glacier area; Soncini et al., 2016) and measures up to several metres thick 

in places (Nakawo et al., 1999). The lowermost 5 km of ice is stagnant (Rowan et al., 

2015) and mass loss is predominantly through surface lowering (Bolch et al., 2011; 

King et al., 2016) rather than terminus recession, leading to a generally undulating 

surface topography pocked by surface ponds and associated ice-cliffs (Nuimura et 

al., 2011). A thin inceptisol is present over large parts of the true-right hand side of 

the glacier whereas a string of linked surface ponds dominates the lowermost few 

kilometres of the true-left side of the glacier (Watson et al., 2016).  

We characterised roughness at two sites (Figure 1) on the surface of Khumbu 

Glacier during the post-monsoon season of 2015. Each site measured 15 m x 60 m 

and was orientated with the long axis parallel to glacier flow and the observed 

predominant wind direction. These two sites were chosen to be representative of the 

wider debris-covered glacier surface. The first site consisted of a sandy gravelly 

matrix (~ 99%) with discrete patches of cobbles measuring up to several tens of 

centimetres in diameter. Mean clast size was estimated to be of the order of 

millimetres to centimetres and small areas of scrub vegetation were observed. The 

second site consisted of cobbles and boulders overlying a silty sandy matrix in 

places but separated by voids for the most part. Estimated mean clast size was 50-

100 mm and although vegetation was mostly absent some small patches of grass 

were observed to be growing between clasts.  

Previous work has shown that wind direction and speed at the Khumbu Glacier 

follow diurnal and seasonal cycles (Bollasina et al., 2002). Strong up-glacier winds 

tend to prevail during the daytime, peaking between 12:00 and 14:00, and this 
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pattern is unaffected by any seasonal variation. In all seasons other than the 

summer monsoon, a night-time down-glacier wind is also present, peaking during 

02:00 and 06:00 during the pre-monsoon period, which is coincident with our period 

of data collection (Bollasina et al., 2002).   

3.2 Wind profile z0 measurements 

We erected a wind tower at Site 1 for a period of five days, from October 22nd 

(morning) to October 27th (morning) and redeployed it at Site 2 for a further four 

days, from October 27th (morning) to October 30th (evening). The wind tower 

comprised five NRG #40 cup anemometers positioned at heights of 0.210, 0.765, 

1.320, 1.875 and 2.445 metres above the surface (measured from a flat plate laid 

horizontally over the ground surface), one NRG 200P wind vane mounted on top of 

the mast, and five Tinytag TGP-4017 temperature loggers (manufacturer-stated 

accuracy < 0.01°C) shielded from direct and longwave (reflected) radiation by 

naturally aspirated white plastic hose and mounted at the same height as the 

anemometers (Figure 2). We acknowledge that with this simple design there may be 

some systematic over- or under-estimation of the temperatures, but consider this to 

be minimal given the sensors are low in mass (Tarara and Hoheisel, 2007; Kurzeja, 

2010). Wind instrument data were recorded at one minute intervals (averaged 60 s 

data) by a Campbell CR1000 logger, powered by a 12V rechargeable battery and 

housed in a padded lunchbox within a dry-bag at the foot of the tower. Temperature 

loggers recorded data internally, also at one minute intervals.   

Following fieldwork, the temperature data were calibrated relative to a mean dataset 

derived from 12000 measurements under controlled conditions (4 °C). Adjustments 

ranged from -0.04 to +0.03 °C between loggers. Corrections to the instrument 
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heights above the surface were also made to account for changes in measured 

snow-depth during the observation period.  

Aerodynamic roughness values were estimated by assuming the wind and 

temperature profiles were given by Monin-Obukhov (MO) similarity theory (see e.g. 

Stull, 1988). This includes an empirical-based modification of the classical 

logarithmic wind profile to account for the effects of stability. Before fitting the wind 

profiles the data were filtered. Any 60-second period where the lowermost mean 

wind speed was less than 1.0 m/s was not used since the cup anemometers have a 

stall speed of 0.7 m/s (NRG Systems, 2016). MO theory also assumes the conditions 

are stationary (i.e. there is no systematic change in the mean temperature or winds 

over the period) (Oke, 1987) so to avoid non-stationary periods any 60 second 

interval in which the temperature changed by more than 0.25 °C was also filtered 

out. This tended to occur around sunrise / sunset when rapid heating / cooling took 

place. For each remaining 60 second period, an ordinary least squares fit of the wind 

and temperature profiles to the theory was performed (Namikas et al., 2003), and 

since the profiles were coupled, an iterative approach was required. The converged 

profile fits gave an estimate of z0. Only fits where the r2 values for both the wind and 

temperature profiles were greater than 0.99 were retained for further analysis (Nield 

et al., 2013), yielding a final aerodynamic roughness dataset comprising 389 

independent measurements. We found that the inclusion of stability effects was 

important and led to a noticeably better fit to the wind profiles, and less variability in 

the derived values of z0.  

3.3. Topographic surveys 
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Both sites were photogrammetrically surveyed using a Canon G11 Powershot digital 

camera (6 mega pixels) so that topographic data could be derived using Structure 

from Motion Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS). We defined a rectangle measuring 15 m 

in width by 60 m in length centred on the wind tower positions and installed a 

network of ground control points, marked by yellow spray paint, across each site. 

Ground control point positions were recorded using a Leica VIVA GS10 differential 

GPS and post-processed against base station data from Syangboche (SYBC) to a 

reported (post-processing software derived) accuracy of < 10 mm. We anticipate the 

real accuracy of the ground control data to be up to 20-30 mm owing to some 

discrepancy between the placement of the receiver on the point in the field and the 

placement of the markers in Agisoft Photoscan.  

All images were acquired at a height of approximately 2 m above ground and with 

angular changes of < 20° to aid keypoint identification (Moreels and Perona, 2007). 

Camera pose was oblique to the glacier surface to avoid the doming effect that has 

been observed in models using exclusively vertical images (James and Robson, 

2014). Site 1 was surveyed once, at the beginning of the observation period. The 

survey comprised 329 images, 35 ground control points (GCPs), and six check 

points. Site 2 was first surveyed on the 29th October following a snowfall event (401 

images; 17 GCPs; 6 check points) and then again twenty-four hours later just prior to 

the site being decommissioned (229 images; 18 GCPs; 3 check points). It was then 

re-surveyed two weeks following decommission to provide a snow-free topography 

(422 images; 36 GCPs; 6 check points), under the assumption that the site had not 

changed from its initial (pre-snow) condition. 

3.4 Estimation of z0 by microtopography 
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Point-cloud data were derived using Agisoft Photoscan Professional version 1.2.3. 

Georeferencing errors ranged between 0.029 and 0.033 m Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE); check point errors ranged between 0.007 m and 0.033 m RMSEz , albeit 

with only 3 surveyed positions in one of the cases (Table 1). We assumed that the 

primary control on prevailing wind direction was the large scale catchment 

topography such that it flowed directly up- or down-glacier, as was observed during 

the study period. Accordingly, we used CloudCompare 2.6.2 (Girardeau-Montaut, 

2016) to divide each cloud into two 15 m x 30 m areas of interest, one located up-

wind of the wind tower and the other down-wind of the tower (so that z0 could be 

calculated for the dominant wind direction), and rotated them such that the long-axis 

was orientated north (positive y-axis) for ease of computation. The clouds were 

manually cleaned to account for obviously spurious matches and divided again to 

generate twenty new patches of various size. So that we could test the effect of both 

patch size and fetch on the microtopographic estimates we derived patches of 1 m x 

1 m through to 15 m x 15 m, at every 1 m interval, as well as patches measuring 5 m 

x 10 m, 5 m x 15 m, 5 m x 20 m, 5 m x 25 m and 5 m x 30 m. Finally, these patches 

were decimated to generate rasters with grid resolutions of 10 mm, 50 mm and 100 

mm using the mean z value for each cell. 

We tested three methods, all of which have been previously detailed in full in Smith 

et al. (2016; see section 3.4 and Table 1 therein). The first method, which has been 

widely adopted in previous glaciological studies (e.g. Rees and Arnold, 2006; Brock 

et al., 2006; Rounce et al., 2015), follows the approach of Munro (1989). The Lettau 

equation (1) is simplified by assuming that h* can be represented by twice the 

standard deviation of elevations of the detrended profile (2jd, m), with the mean 

elevation set to 0. The frontal silhouette area is then calculated to be: 
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ݏ ൌ ଶఙଶ                                                                              (2) 

and the ground area occupied by each roughness element (so-called lot area), S 

(m2), is approximated as: 

ܵ ൌ ቀቁଶ             (3) 

The aerodynamic roughness length for a given profile then becomes: 

ݖ ൌ  ሺߪௗሻଶ              (4) 

Using this method (hereafter referred to as the ‘profile-based’ approach), z0 was 

calculated for every profile in both orthogonal directions for each plot. We report the 

mean values for each plot, for profiles taken perpendicular to the wind direction. 

The second approach (hereafter referred to as the ‘raster-based’ approach) uses the 

full DEM dataset to calculate the frontal area, s, directly for each cardinal wind 

direction. The DEM is first detrended and sheltering is implicitly represented by 

including only frontal areas above the detrended zero plane. The planar plot area is 

then used as the ground area S and h* is calculated as the mean deviation above 

the detrended plane. We report the calculated value for each plot in the appropriate 

wind direction. 

The third approach (hereafter referred to as the ‘cloud-based’ approach) uses a 

filtered version of the full point cloud, sub-sampled using an octree approach 

(Meagher, 1982) to ensure uniform point density. Here, s is calculated as the number 

of normal vectors facing each cardinal direction. Points below the detrended plane 

and flat surfaces defined as having a normal vector greater than 80° from horizontal 

are not used in the estimation of s. The plot area, S, is approximated by the total 
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number of points in the cloud (approximating the 3-D surface area). Finally, the 

effective obstacle height is calculated as the mean height above the detrended plane 

of all points above that plane. Again, in this study we report the calculated value for 

each plot in the appropriate wind direction. 

4. Results 

4.1 Weather station data 

During the ten day observation period, weather conditions were uniform for the first 

six days; winds were routinely anabatic during the daytime and katabatic at night 

(Figure 3). They were strongest during the day, regularly approaching 5 m s-1, and 

weakest at night, fluctuating between 0 and 2 m s-1. The temperature gradient with 

elevation was negative during the day, but inverted at night; the maximum recorded 

temperature was 16.4°C and the minimum recorded temperature was -12.5°C. At 

approximately 1900 hrs on the 28th October, a weather front travelling northward 

deposited 90 mm (mean measured depth in five locations) of snow across the glacier 

surface and up-valley winds became dominant during both day and night. Wind 

speeds fluctuated between 0 and 5 m/s for the remainder of the measurement 

period, and there was no clear variation in temperature with elevation. When the site 

was finally decommissioned, at 1500 hrs on the 30th October, the snow cover had 

partially melted and its mean depth (n = 5) was 60 mm.  

4.2 Wind profile measurements of z0 

Five discrete periods of wind were evident in our measured z0 data. While the wind 

tower was deployed at Site 1, winds were predominantly blowing up-glacier during 

the daytime and down-glacier during the night, so z0 measurements were allocated 
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to one of these two periods accordingly. At Site 2 the winds were more uniform both 

in strength and direction, but ground conditions were variable because of the 

snowfall event of 28th October. Opportunistically, we used the natural variability of 

the ground conditions as an experiment to explore the influence of the 

microtopography on measured and estimated roughness values. We thus allocated 

the z0 measurements at Site 2 to one of three periods: a) no snow (i.e. before the 

snowfall began), b) full snow (for measurements acquired within 24 hours of the 

snowfall), and c) part snow (for measurements acquired > 24 hours after the snowfall 

and until the end of the measurement period). 

Median z0 measurements for Site 1 (day = 0.0182 m; night = 0.0177 m) were lower 

than those for Site 2 prior to the snowfall event (0.0227 m), and this is reflected in 

the spread of the data, with Site 2 showing greatest variability in the estimated 

values (Table 2 and Figure 4). Following snowfall, the median z0 measurement for 

Site 2 dropped by almost an order of magnitude (0.0052 m) before increasing again 

following the period of melt (0.0126 m). Mean values were marginally higher in each 

case, reflecting the general spread of the data, but the pattern between sites 

remained the same. Part of the scatter in the data can be accounted for by non-

uniform wind direction, with measured roughness lengths tending to increase as 

winds move round towards the west in each late afternoon period (Figure 5). 

 4.3 Microtopographic estimates of z0 

Calculated z0 values varied between methods and between sites (Figure 6). At Site 

1, there was good agreement between the three approaches. The profile-based 

method generally produced higher values of z0 than the raster and cloud-based 

methods when larger patch sizes were used but, even in the worst case, the 
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difference between the approaches was < 0.01 m. The raster and cloud-based 

methods produced remarkably similar values of z0 regardless of the patch size. At 

Site 2, there was greater variability between the methods, with the cloud-based 

approach consistently producing the lowest values of z0 in each case. The raster-

based method generally produced the highest z0 values, and the greatest difference 

between the methods was 0.045 m. Generally speaking, the profile and raster-based 

approaches showed the greatest similarity. 

In almost all cases, the effect of taking the measurement over a larger area was to 

increase the calculated z0 value (Figure 6). At Site 1, the increase was relatively 

uniform whereas at Site 2 there was greater variability, with the profile method 

producing notably lower roughness values when using large patch sizes under full 

snow conditions. Of the three methods, the cloud-based approach appeared to be 

most stable, with calculated values increasing steadily with plot size. The profile-

based method was the most unstable, showing greatest variability between plots of 

different size. The range of values produced by each method was lowest in the case 

of the cloud-based approach (0.024 m; Site 2 no snow) and highest in the case of 

the raster-based approach (0.056 m; Site 2 full snow). 

Increasing the fetch (patch length) but retaining a constant width had only a small 

impact on the calculated values (Figure 6). Consistency between the approaches 

was improved, with the maximum disparity for any given patch size being 0.025 m, 

and generally < 0.015 m. The profile-based method showed greatest consistency 

across the different patch sizes, with the range of values being < 0.01 m in all cases. 

The raster-based approach showed greatest variability with increasing patch size, 

with values varying by > 0.025 m in the most extreme case. There was no clear 

relationship between patch length and calculated z0 for any of the methods, with 
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values fluctuating around a mean value roughly comparable with that produced using 

the 5x5 m patch.  

The general pattern of z0 values calculated using the profile and raster-based 

approaches was replicated at all sites, regardless of the resolution of the data 

(Figure 7). Without exception, the impact of decreasing data resolution was to 

reduce the calculated z0 value, although the effect was diminished as the data 

became increasingly coarse. The impact on the calculated z0 values was greatest 

when applying the raster-based method, with those values derived using the finest 

resolution (1 cm) data being more than double those from data gridded at 5 cm in all 

cases. Values calculated using the profile-based method appeared to be more 

stable, differing by just 0.016 m between the finest and coarsest resolution data in 

the worst case (Site 2 no snow). When compared to the aerodynamic data z0 was 

generally underestimated for the largest plots at Site 1, and overestimated for the 

largest plots at Site 2. The finest resolution data most closely replicated the 

aerodynamic values measured at Site 1, whereas the coarsest resolution data most 

closely replicated the aerodynamic values measured at Site 2. No resolution effect 

could be identified for the cloud-based approach since the calculations were made 

directly from the full resolution point cloud. 

To compare the results produced by each method with those derived using the 

aerodynamic data, we plotted calculated vs. measured z0 values for each site using 

a resolution of 1 cm for both the 15m x 15m plot (Figure 8) and 5m x 5m plots 

(Figure 9).  For the larger plot area at Site 1, all three methods generated roughness 

values comparable with those measured aerodynamically, and all three methods 

characterised the patch up-glacier of the wind tower (night) to be marginally rougher 

than the patch located down-glacier of the tower (day). All three methods produced 
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much higher z0 values for the snow-free period at Site 2, as was indicated also by 

the wind tower data, but the calculated profile and raster-based values exceeded the 

measured aerodynamic value by 0.020 m and 0.031 m respectively whereas the 

cloud-based method underestimated it by < 0.001 m. The profile and raster-based 

methods grossly overestimated the measured roughness values for the periods with 

full and partial snow-cover, with the raster-based method even indicating a slight 

increase in roughness following the snowfall event. The cloud-based method slightly 

overestimated the measured tower values for the fully snow-covered period but 

produced values within 0.010 m of the measured values for all periods at Site 2. Only 

the cloud-based method yielded the same relative order of roughness values for the 

different sites as the aerodynamic measurements. For the smaller plot area (Figure 

9) the profile and cloud based approaches consistently underestimated the 

measured aerodynamic values, whereas the raster based approach overestimated it 

at Site 2 following the snowfall event. As with the larger plots, only the cloud based 

approach replicated the relative ordering of roughness values between sites. 

5. Discussion 

The aerodynamic values measured in the present study are slightly higher than 

those previously reported in the literature (e.g. 0.001–0.01 m (Lettau, 1969)) but very 

similar to those measured by Brock et al. (2010) over debris-covered ice in the Italian 

Alps (0.016 m), as well as over shallow and deep crevasses on clean-ice surfaces 

(0.009-0.020 m) measured by Smith et al. (2016), and mixed rock-armoured and 

vegetated desert surfaces (0.009–0.024 m) measured by MacKinnon et al. (2004). It 

should be noted that the construction of a stable wind-tower or eddy-covariance 

station on often-mobile glacier surfaces is a challenging task, and establishing the 

ground surface level, z, plays a critical role in determining the z0 value from wind 
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velocity data (Munro, 1989). Variability in z of just 0.1 m can change the calculated z0 

value by an order of magnitude, meaning values calculated over debris-covered 

surfaces, where the ground level is spatially heterogeneous, cannot be taken to be 

absolute. In addition, the derivation of z0 values from wind tower data generally 

requires a large homogeneous fetch (Wieringa, 1993), and debris-covered glacier 

topography is rarely homogeneous. Nevertheless, the order of our z0 values is in line 

with our field observations; Site 2 was visibly rougher than Site 1, and the roughness 

of Site 2 was reduced by the snow event before returning to its original state after 

several days of melting. This suggests that at least the relative accuracy of our wind-

profile derived estimates of z0 is high. 

The impact of wind direction on our calculated z0 values is interesting to note (Figure 

5), and also provides evidence that our wind profile data are sound. Field 

observations recorded that the surface relief was anisotropic, with broad-scale 

undulations (ridges and furrows) aligned predominantly parallel to the glacier flow 

direction (Figures 2b and 2c). Roughness values calculated from winds blowing 

directly up- and down-glacier were consistently lower than those calculated as the 

wind direction became increasingly oblique to the ice-flow direction. These data 

emphasise that z0 values calculated from wind tower data are highly dependent on 

the wind direction, but also suggest that the broad-scale topography is particularly 

important in determining the roughness length, rather than the size and shape of 

individual obstacles, since surface debris appears to be, at least visually, randomly 

distributed.  

The impact of the snow event on measured z0 values at Site 2 is also interesting in 

this regard. The snowfall event was sufficient to conceal the surface micro-

topography, but did not alter the broad-scale topography or the existence of large 
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obstacles. The impact of snowfall on the aerodynamic roughness length was to 

reduce it by ~75%. Figure 2f shows the relative smoothing of the surface under full, 

part and no snow conditions. This natural experiment reveals that the micro-

topography plays a very important role in controlling near-surface airflow. Lithology, 

weathering and debris distribution have all been previously cited as being important 

controls of z0 variability (Foster et al., 2012). Our findings suggest that debris 

distribution is also important, but perhaps on a much smaller scale than has 

previously been acknowledged. Our results also suggest that while the often-used z0 

value of 0.016 m holds for debris-covered surfaces comprising gravels and cobbles, 

as at Site 1, a value of 0.020-0.025 m may be more appropriate for debris-covers 

consisting of cobbles and boulders. For even rougher surfaces, comprising mostly 

boulders for example, a value > 0.03 m may be most representative (Inoue and 

Yoshida, 1980), although at this scale subsurface airflows may also begin to play an 

important role (Evatt et al., 2015).  

The microtopographic values calculated here fluctuated with the both the size and 

resolution of the patch, typically underestimating z0 with small patch sizes and coarse 

resolution data, and often overestimating it with large patch sizes and fine resolution 

data, at least when compared to the wind tower values. At Site 1, the 

microtopographic values were comparable to those generally used for debris-

covered ice in the literature (cf. Rounce and McKinney, 2014; Foster et al., 2012) but 

at Site 2 the profile and raster-based methods produced values considerably higher 

than those that have been used elsewhere. The range in our microtopographic data 

varied with the plot size, measurement resolution and method (Supplementary S1), 

suggesting that studies without independent measurements of aerodynamic z0 

should treat microtopographic estimates with caution.  
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Brock et al. (2006) found that when using the profile method the length of the 

transect over which they took their measurements had little impact on the calculated 

value (no statistically significant difference between 3 m and 9 m profiles and no 

systematic variation up to 15 m in length). This is perhaps surprising since 

microtopographic and aerodynamic measures of roughness are known to be scale-

dependent (Sun et al., 2016), and also sensitive to fetch (Peterson et al., 1978). For 

example, using a combination of LiDAR and fine-scale microtopographic 

measurements collected over midre Lovénbreen, Svalbard, Rees and Arnold (2006) 

suggested scale dependence of z0 existed within a region of 70-500 mm in horizontal 

extent and 6-70 mm vertically. In terms of fetch, Wieringa (1993) showed that 

aerodynamic measurements of surface roughness may be affected by topographic 

elements situated at a horizontal distance two orders of magnitude greater than the 

observation height.  

In our case, estimated z0 values were noticeably more dependent on plot width than 

plot length (Figure 6), which is likely to reflect the generally convex cross-plot 

topographies at both sites (Figure 2). The non-linearity of the transverse profiles 

inflated h* in the profile approach in particular, resulting in an artificially high estimate 

of z0. In areas of high relief it may therefore be that the linear/planar detrends applied 

to profiles/plots here and in previous studies are inappropriate and that a scale-

dependent or spatially variable (e.g. coarse-DEM removal or quadric surface) 

correction should be applied. This becomes a particularly important consideration for 

raster- and cloud-based approaches that require a three-dimensional transform and 

where the topography is likely to incorporate greater heterogeneity. The 

microtopographic estimates were only slightly dependent on plot length (or equally, 

fetch). Notably estimates of z0 at site 2 derived using the profile- and raster-based 
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methods compared well with those derived using the cloud-based method and the 

wind-tower data over both long and short fetches. This is likely to be a product of the 

relatively uniform topography in a direction parallel to glacier flow at both sites. 

Without exception, the impact of increasing data resolution was to increase the 

estimated z0 values. This is perhaps unsurprising; degrading the resolution of the 

data has a similar impact to running a low-pass filter over it, or indeed covering it 

with a thin layer of snow (Figure 2f), removing the high spatial frequency detail. 

These data confirm that capturing surfaces in fine resolution is crucial if roughness 

proxies are to be robustly employed. Similar conclusions have been reached in other 

disciplines; for example Darby et al. (2010) characterised surface roughness values 

at a riverbank on the Cecina River in Italy using multi-resolution point-cloud data 

finding that the estimated roughness values were positively correlated with cloud 

density. This effect appears only to be evident up to a point in our data, however, 

with the z0 values calculated using 50 mm resolution data only differing slightly from 

those calculated using 100 mm data. It is likely that convergence to a scale-

independent z0 value would also be seen at finer resolutions, and implies that it is 

important to characterise the fine surface detail when adopting microtopographic 

approaches. It also confirms that previous simplified approaches using sparse 

measurements of surface elevation with respect to a horizontal datum (as proposed 

by Munro, 1989) are likely to have underestimated the true roughness value 

(MacDougall and Flowers, 2011). 

Across sites, the cloud-based approach correlated most closely with the 

aerodynamic z0 values derived from the wind-tower data. There was noticeable 

disparity between the cloud-based approach and the profile- and raster-based 

approaches in the current study, particularly at the larger plot sizes. Smith et al. 
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(2016) reported good agreement between the three approaches, but only using 

smaller (2 m x 2 m) plots, at which scale our data also show good agreement even if 

they underestimate z0 in each case. Our full dataset (Supplementary data S1) 

confirms that the profile-based method produces highly variable results even within a 

single plot (as noted by Irvine-Fynn et al., 2014), and is direction dependent. There is 

an argument for integrating profiles both parallel and perpendicular to flow so that 

frontal areas from opposing wind directions can be resolved (i.e. where roughness is 

anisotropic), and this holds even for debris-covered ice surfaces where the larger 

scale topography is dynamically (i.e. driven by ice flow) as well as aerodynamically 

dependent. 

Although in the current study all of the microtopographic estimates of z0 consistently 

underestimated the absolute values derived using the wind tower data at smaller plot 

sizes, their relative accuracy suggests they may still hold some value (Figure 9). It is 

possible that with the smaller plot sizes some obstacles outside the survey area 

were not captured, and/or that the role of the broad-scale topography was neglected. 

We also note, however, that the drag coefficient of Lettau (1969) was not derived 

empirically; rather it was proposed as an ‘average’ effect of form drag on an 

individual obstacle. This may hold for relatively homogeneous topographies, but 

perhaps breaks down in more complex situations. On a debris-covered glacier, for 

example, drag may be high given the density and irregular shape of the topographic 

elements, and a value of 0.7-0.8 may be more appropriate (cf. Figure 32 in Hoerner, 

1965). The appropriateness of a single, catch-all, drag coefficient in the context of 

glacier surfaces may therefore be an appropriate focus for further research, as might 

a reanalysis of detrending methods for such complex terrains. 
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The broader implications of these findings are that microtopographic estimates of z0 

should be used with caution, both in debris-free and debris-covered glacial settings, 

and most likely in other non-glacial environments too. They represent a further step 

towards developing a robust strategy for modelling melt under a debris-layer 

(Lejeune et al., 2013; Nicholson and Benn, 2013), although exactly how important 

turbulent fluxes are for melt at the ice-debris interfaces remains poorly constrained 

(Rounce et al., 2015). From a modelling point of view, there are equally big 

challenges in parameterising the rate of heat conduction through the debris and how 

this is influenced by moisture and water flow (Reid and Brock, 2010; Collier et al., 

2014), determining the importance of changing albedo with debris continuity (Reid 

and Brock, 2012), and quantifying the effects of wind-driven evaporation inside the 

debris layer (Evatt et al., 2015), to name a few. Ultimately, the possibility that field 

measurements of surface roughness may be related to backscatter properties 

collected by airborne and satellite radar is an exciting prospect (Rees and Arnold, 

2006) and one which might eventually lead to the up-scaling of field measurements 

of roughness to the glacier, or even regional scale (Greeley et al., 1988). Such an 

advance would represent a genuine breakthrough in efforts to model regional 

cryospheric response to a changing climate. 

6. Conclusions 

This study tested three methods of calculating surface roughness using 

microtopographic data and compared the results to simultaneously acquired 

aerodynamic measurements. The aerodynamic data suggest that the often-used z0 

value of 0.016 m is only suitable for homogeneous sites comprising sands, gravels 

and cobbles, and that values of > 0.020 m are more appropriate for sites comprising 

larger clasts that are commonly found on debris-covered glaciers in the Himalaya 
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(e.g. Rounce et al., 2015). They also revealed, through the analysis of 

measurements over full, part and no snow conditions, that the microtopography of 

the terrain plays an important role in controlling near-surface airflow.  

There was great variability in each of the microtopographic methods that were used, 

suggesting that future work should treat estimates derived from such approaches 

with caution. The profile-based method that has commonly been used in 

glaciological studies performed well where obstacles were small and homogeneous, 

but less well where the surface comprised clasts of mixed size and shape. The fully 

three-dimensional approach developed by Smith et al. (2016) was the only method 

to replicate the relative order of roughness between sites and also showed the 

greatest stability over different resolutions and plot sizes. Nevertheless, all three 

approaches showed scale-dependence, both in terms of the survey plot size and the 

data resolution, and although no clear thresholds were evident in our work to indicate 

the ideal survey setup, larger plot sizes (> 5 m x 5 m) characterised at the finest 

resolution (10 mm) were consistently closest to the measured aerodynamic values.  

We suggest that further consideration of the drag coefficient used in most 

topographic estimates of roughness (i.e. its appropriateness for heterogeneous and 

angular debris-covered surfaces), and the testing of alternative detrending methods 

(e.g. quadric or coarse-DEM surface), may be fruitful areas for future related 

research. 
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Table 1: Georeferencing and checkpoint errors for each full point cloud. Note that 

with the exception of ‘Site 2 part snow’, each of the clouds was then divided into up-

glacier and down-glacier segments so that different surface roughness values could 

be computed depending on wind direction. 

 

  Georeferencing (RMSE) Checkpoints 

(RMSEz) 

Site Size of cloud n X (m) Y (m) Z (m) Total (m) n Total (m) 

1 15 m x 60 m 35 0.025 0.018 0.011 0.033 6 0.033 

2 (no snow) 15 m x 60 m 36 0.025 0.020 0.010 0.034 6 0.024 

2 (full snow) 15 m x 60 m 17 0.024 0.019 0.006 0.031 6 0.013 

2 (part snow) 15 m x 30 m* 18 0.021 0.015 0.011 0.029 3 0.007 

*only down-glacier area surveyed before weather deteriorated 
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Table 2: summary statistics of z0 values for each site 

 

Site Median (m) Mean (m) Min (m) Max (m) St. dev (m) 

Site 1 day 0.0182 0.0184 0.0026 0.0423 0.0064 

Site 1 night 0.0177 0.0195 0.0078 0.0402 0.0085 

Site 2 no snow 0.0227 0.0243 0.0015 0.0560 0.0109 

Site 2 full snow 0.0052 0.0055 0.0019 0.0118 0.0031 

Site 2 part snow 0.0126 0.0129 0.0029 0.0294 0.0067 
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Figure 1: The Khumbu Glacier, imaged by the ALOS AVNIR on 24 October 2008, 

showing its national context (inset) and the location of the two field sites (indicated in 

yellow). Eastings and northings are in metres according to UTM WGS84 Zone 45. 
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Figure 2: a) the wind tower in operation at Site 1, comprising a wind vane, five 

anemometers, five temperature loggers shielded from direct radiation by white 

plastic hose, and a Campbell CR1000 logger housed in a padded box in the drybag 

at the foot of the tower. b) Full DEM of Site 1 displayed at 0.01 m resolution (green 

circle denotes tower location and predominant wind directions are given). c) Full 

DEM of Site 2 displayed at 0.01 m resolution (green circle denotes tower location 

and predominant wind direction is given). d) Typical surface cover at Site 1 (plot 

dimensions are 10 m x 10 m). e) Typical surface cover at Site 2 (plot dimensions are 

10 m x 10 m). f) Surface elevations extracted from profile shown in c). Note part-

snow and no-snow profiles have been lowered by 0.2 m and 0.4 m respectively to 

aid clarity. 
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Figure 3: full suite of wind tower data for the observation period showing a) wind 

direction b) average wind speed, and c) temperature at the uppermost and 

lowermost anemometer height. 
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Figure 4: measurements of z0 derived from wind profile data at each site. Boxes 

show upper quartiles, medians and lower quartiles; whiskers extend to cover all 

points within 1.5 times the interquartile range of the quartiles; other points are shown 

separately. 
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Figure 5: variations in z0 measurements with wind direction, derived from wind profile 

data at all sites. 
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Figure 6: performance of the three methods at each site and varying patch width and 

length (left) and length only (right). Note values at smaller patch sizes are omitted 

where point cloud data were sparse, and the horizontal red line is measured mean 

z0. Data used in the profile- and raster-based methods were 10 mm resolution. 
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Figure 7: the effect of grid resolution on calculated z0 values varying by plot and by 

method. Note that red horizontal line is measured mean z0. 
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Figure 8: comparison of different methods against calculated wind tower values 

using 15 m x 15 m plots. Mean and +/- 1 sd are shown for tower data. 
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Figure 9: comparison of different methods against calculated wind tower values 

using 5 m x 5 m plots. Mean and +/- 1 sd are shown for tower data. 

 


